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Abstract

The challenge of information extraction (IE) lies in the diversity of label schemas and the heterogeneity of structures. Traditional methods require task-specific model design and rely heavily on expensive supervision, making them difficult to generalize to new schemas. In this paper, we decouple IE into two basic abilities, structuring and conceptualizing, which are shared by different tasks and schemas. Based on this paradigm, we propose to universally model various IE tasks with Unified Semantic Matching (USM) framework, which introduces three unified token linking operations to model the abilities of structuring and conceptualizing. In this way, USM can jointly encode schema and input text, uniformly extract substructures in parallel, and controllably decode target structures on demand. Empirical evaluation on 4 IE tasks shows that the proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance under the supervised experiments and shows strong generalization ability in zero/few-shot transfer settings.

Introduction

Information extraction aims to extract various information structures from texts (Andersen et al. 1992; Grishman 2019). For example, given the sentence “Monet was born in Paris, the capital of France”, an IE system needs to extract various task structures such as entities, relations, events, or sentiments in the sentence. It is challenging because the target structures have diversified label schemas (person, work for, positive sentiment, etc.) and heterogeneous structures (span, triplet, etc.).

Traditional IE model leverages task- and schema-specialized architecture, which is commonly specific to different target structures and label schemas. The expensive annotation leads to limited predefined categories and small data size in general domains for information extraction tasks. From another perspective, task-specific model design makes it challenging to migrate learned knowledge between different tasks and extraction frameworks. The above problems lead to the poor performance of IE models in low-resource settings or facing new label schema, which greatly restricts the application of IE in real scenarios.

Very recently, Lu et al. (2022) proposed the concept of universal information extraction (UIE), which aims to resolve multiple IE tasks using one universal model. To this end, they proposed a sequence-to-sequence generation model, which takes flattened schema and text as input, and directly generates diversified target information structures. Unfortunately, all associations between information pieces and schemas are implicitly formulated due to the black-box nature of sequence-to-sequence models (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola 2017). Consequently, it is difficult to identify what kind of abilities and knowledge are learned to transfer across different tasks and schemas. Therefore we have no way of diagnosing under what circumstances such transfer learning across tasks or schemas would fail. For the above reasons, it is necessary to explicitly model and learn transferable knowledge to obtain effective, robust, and explainable transferability.

We find that, as shown in Figure 1, even with diversified tasks and extraction targets, all IE tasks can be fundamentally decoupled into the following two critical operations: 1) Structuring, which proposes label-agnostic basic substructures of the target structure from the text. For example, proposing the utterance structure “Monet” for entity mention and “born in” for event mention, the associated pair structure (“Monet”, “Paris”) for relation mention, and (“born in”, “Paris”) for event argument mention. 2) Conceptualiz-
Monet was born in Paris, the capital of France.

Figure 2: The overall framework of Unified Semantic Matching.

In this section, we describe how to end-to-end extract structured information from text. As shown in Figure 2, USM takes the arbitrary extraction label schema and the raw text as input and directly outputs the structure according to the given schema. For example, given the text “Monet was born in Paris, the capital of France”, USM needs to extract (“France”, “capital”, “Paris”) for the relation type and (“person”, “Monet”) for the entity type. The main challenges here are: 1) how to uniformly extract heterogeneous structures using the shared structuring ability; 2) how to uniformly represent different extraction tasks under diversified label schemas to share the common conceptualizing ability.

In this section, we describe how to end-to-end extract the information structures from the text using USM. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, USM first verbalizes all label schemas and aligns them into a semantic space. Then we describe three basic token linking operations (token-token linking, label-token linking, and token-label linking) to decouple task-specific IE tasks and can be regarded as matching between target semantic labels and the given utterances or substructures. Consequently, if we universally transform information extraction into combinations of a series of structuring and conceptualizing, reformulate all these operations with the semantic matching between structures and schemas, and jointly learn all IE tasks under the same paradigm, we can easily conduct various kinds of IE tasks with one universal architecture and share knowledge across different tasks and schemas.

Unfortunately, directly conducting semantic matching between structures and schemas is impractical for universal information extraction. First, sentences have many substructures, resulting in a large number of potential matching candidates and a large scale of matching, which makes the computational efficiency of the model unacceptable. Second, the schema of IE is structural and hard to match with the plain text. In this paper, we propose directed token linking for universal IE. The main idea is to transform the structuring and conceptualizing into a series of directed token linking operations, which can be reverted to semantic matching between utterances and schema.

Based on the above observation, we propose USM, a unified semantic matching framework for universal information extraction (UIE), which decomposes structures and verbalizes label types for sharing structuring and conceptualizing abilities. Specifically, we design a set of directed token linking operations (token-token linking, label-token linking, and token-label linking) to decouple task-specific IE tasks into two extraction abilities. To learn the common extraction abilities, we pre-train USM by leveraging heterogeneous supervision from linguistic resources. Compared to previous works, USM is a new transferable, controllable, efficient end-to-end framework for UIE, which jointly encodes extraction schema and input text, uniformly extracts substructures, and controllably decodes target structures on demand.

We conduct experiments on four main IE tasks under the supervised, multi-task, and zero/few-shot transfer settings. The proposed USM framework achieves state-of-the-art results in all settings and solves massive tasks using a single multi-task model. Under the zero/few-shot transfer settings, USM shows a strong cross-type transfer ability due to the shared structuring and conceptualizing obtained by pre-training.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose an end-to-end framework for universal information extraction – USM, which can jointly model schema and text, uniformly extract substructures, and controllably generate the target structure on demand.
2. We design three unified token linking operations to decouple various IE tasks, sharing extraction capabilities across different target structures and semantic schemas and achieving “one model for solving all tasks” by multi-task learning.
3. We pre-train a universal foundation model with large-scale heterogeneous supervisions, which can benefit future research on IE.

Unified Semantic Matching via Directed Token Linking

Information extraction is structuring the text’s information and elevating it into specific semantic categories. As shown in Figure 2, USM takes the arbitrary extraction label schema and the raw text as input and directly outputs the structure according to the given schema. For example, given the text “Monet was born in Paris, the capital of France”, USM needs to extract (“France”, “capital”, “Paris”) for the relation type and (“person”, “Monet”) for the entity type. The main challenges here are: 1) how to uniformly extract heterogeneous structures using the shared structuring ability; 2) how to uniformly represent different extraction tasks under diversified label schemas to share the common conceptualizing ability.

In this section, we describe how to end-to-end extract the information structures from the text using USM. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, USM first verbalizes all label schemas and aligns them into a semantic space. Then we describe three basic token linking operations (token-token linking, label-token linking, and token-label linking) to decouple task-specific IE tasks and can be regarded as matching between target semantic labels and the given utterances or substructures. Consequently, if we universally transform information extraction into combinations of a series of structuring and conceptualizing, reformulate all these operations with the semantic matching between structures and schemas, and jointly learn all IE tasks under the same paradigm, we can easily conduct various kinds of IE tasks with one universal architecture and share knowledge across different tasks and schemas.

Unfortunately, directly conducting semantic matching between structures and schemas is impractical for universal information extraction. First, sentences have many substructures, resulting in a large number of potential matching candidates and a large scale of matching, which makes the computational efficiency of the model unacceptable. Second, the schema of IE is structural and hard to match with the plain text. In this paper, we propose directed token linking for universal IE. The main idea is to transform the structuring and conceptualizing into a series of directed token linking operations, which can be reverted to semantic matching between utterances and schema.

Based on the above observation, we propose USM, a unified semantic matching framework for universal information extraction (UIE), which decomposes structures and verbalizes label types for sharing structuring and conceptualizing abilities. Specifically, we design a set of directed token linking operations (token-token linking, label-token linking, and token-label linking) to decouple task-specific IE tasks into two extraction abilities. To learn the common extraction abilities, we pre-train USM by leveraging heterogeneous supervision from linguistic resources. Compared to previous works, USM is a new transferable, controllable, efficient end-to-end framework for UIE, which jointly encodes extraction schema and input text, uniformly extracts substructures, and controllably decodes target structures on demand.

We conduct experiments on four main IE tasks under the supervised, multi-task, and zero/few-shot transfer settings. The proposed USM framework achieves state-of-the-art results in all settings and solves massive tasks using a single multi-task model. Under the zero/few-shot transfer settings, USM shows a strong cross-type transfer ability due to the shared structuring and conceptualizing obtained by pre-training.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose an end-to-end framework for universal information extraction – USM, which can jointly model schema and text, uniformly extract substructures, and controllably generate the target structure on demand.
2. We design three unified token linking operations to decouple various IE tasks, sharing extraction capabilities across different target structures and semantic schemas and achieving “one model for solving all tasks” by multi-task learning.
3. We pre-train a universal foundation model with large-scale heterogeneous supervisions, which can benefit future research on IE.
linking operations and how to structure and conceptualize information from text using these three operations. Finally, we introduce how to decode the final results using schema-constraint decoding.

**Schema-Text Joint Embedding**

To capture the interaction between label schema and text, USM first learns the joint contextualized embeddings of schema labels and text tokens. Concretely, USM first verbalizes the extraction schema $s$ as token sequence $l = \{l_1, l_2, ..., l_{|l|}\}$ following the structural schema instructor (Lu et al. 2022), then concatenates schema sequence $l$ and text tokens $t = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_{|t|}\}$ as input, and finally computes the joint label-text embeddings $H = [h_1, h_2, ..., h_{|l|+|t|}]$ as follows:

$$H = \text{Encoder}(l_1, l_2, ..., l_{|l|}, t_1, t_2, ..., t_{|t|}, M) \quad (1)$$

where Encoder() is a transformer encoder, and $M \in \mathbb{R}^{(|l|+|t|) \times (|l|+|t|)}$ is the mask matrix that determines whether a pair of tokens can be attended to each other.

**Token-Token Linking for Structuring**

After obtaining the joint label-text embeddings $H = [h_1, ..., h_{|l|}, h_1^t, ..., h_{|t|}^t]$, USM structures all valid substructures using Token-Token Linking (TTL) operations:

1. **Utterance**: a continuous token sequence in the input text, e.g., entity mention “Monet” or event trigger “born in”. We extract a single utterance with inner span head-to-tail (H2T) linking, as shown in Figure 3. For example, to extract the span “Monet” and “born in” as valid substructures, USM utilizes H2T to link “Monet” to itself and link “born” to “in”.

2. **Association pair**: a basic related pair unit extracted from the text, e.g., relation subject-object pair (“Monet”, “Paris”) or event trigger-argument (“born in”, “Paris”). We extract span pairs with head-to-head (H2H) and tail-to-tail (T2T) linking operations. For example, to extract the subject-object pair “Monet” and “Paris” as a valid substructure, USM links “Monet” and “Paris” using H2H as well as links “Monet” and “Paris” using T2T.

For the above three token-to-token linking (H2T, H2H, T2T) operations, USM respectively calculates the token-to-token linking score $s_{TTL}(t_i, t_j)$ over all valid token pair candidates $(t_i, t_j)$. For each token pair $(t_i, t_j)$, the linking score $s_{TTL}(t_i, t_j)$ is calculated as:

$$s_{TTL}(t_i, t_j) = \text{FFNN}^{l/r}_{TTL}(h_i^l)^T R_{j-i} \text{FFNN}^{r/l}_{TTL}(h_j^r) \quad (2)$$

where FFNN$^{l/r}$ are feed-forward layers with output size $d$. $R_{j-i} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$ is the rotary position embedding (Su et al. 2021, 2022) that can effectively inject relative position information into the valid structure mentioned above.
Label-Token Linking for Utterance Conceptualizing

Given label token embeddings $h_i^1, ..., h_i^{|t|}$ and text token embeddings $h_j^1, ..., h_j^{|l|}$, USM conceptualizes valid utterance structures with label-token linking (LTL) operations. The output of LTL is a pair of label name and text mention, e.g., (person, “Monet”), (country, “France”), and (born, “born in”). There are two types of utterance conceptualizing: the first one is the type of mention, which indicates assigning the label types to every single mention, such as entity type person for entity mention “Monet”; the second one is the predicate of object, which assigns the predicate type to each object candidate, such as relation type birth place for “Paris” and event argument type place for “Paris”.

We conceptualize the type of mention and the predicate of object with the same label-to-token linking operation, thus enabling the two label semantics to reinforce each other. Following the head-tail span extraction style, we name each substructure with label-to-head (L2H) and label-to-tail (L2T) linking operations. For the pair of label name birth place and text span Paris, USM links the head of the label birth with the head of text span “Paris” and links the tail of label place with the tail of text span “Paris”.

For the above two label-to-token linking (L2H, L2T) operations, USM respectively calculates the label-to-token linking score $s_{\text{LTL}}(l_i, t_j)$ over all valid label and text token pair candidates $(l_i, t_j)$:

$$s_{\text{LTL}}(l_i, t_j) = \text{FFNN}_{\text{LTL}}^{|\text{label}}(h_i^l)^T R_{j-1} \text{FFNN}_{\text{LTL}}^{|\text{text}}(h_j^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Token-Label Linking for Pairing Conceptualizing

To conceptualize the association pair, USM links the subject of the association pair to the label name using Token-Label Linking (TLL). Precisely, TLL operation links the subject of triplet and the predicate type with head-to-label (H2L) and tail-to-label (T2L) operations. For instance, TLL links the head of text span “Monet” and the head of the label birth with H2L and links the tail of text span “Monet” and the tail of the label place with T2L following the head-tail span extraction style. For the above two token-label linking (H2L, T2L) operations, the linking score $s_{\text{TLL}}(l_i, t_j)$ is computed as:

$$s_{\text{TLL}}(l_i, t_j) = \text{FFNN}_{\text{TLL}}^{|\text{ext}}(h_i^l)^T R_{j-1} \text{FFNN}_{\text{TLL}}^{|\text{ext}}(h_j^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Schema-constraint Decoding for Structure Composing

USM decodes the final structures using a schema-constraint decoding algorithm, given substructures extracted by unified token linking operations. During the decoding stage, we separate types for different tasks according to the schema definition. For instance, in the joint entity and relation extraction task, we uniformly encode entity types and relation types as labels to utilize the common structuring and conceptualizing ability but compose the final result by separating the entity or relation types from input types.

As shown in Figure 3, USM 1) first decodes mentions and subject-object unit extracted by token-linking operation: {“Monet”, “Paris”, “France”, (“Monet”, “Paris”), (“France”, “Paris”)}; 2) and then decodes label-mention pairs by label-token linking operation: {“person”, “Monet”), (“country”, “France”), (“birth place”, “Paris”), (“capital”, “Paris”)}; 3) and finally decodes label-association pairs using token-label linking operation: (“Monet”, birth place), (“France”, capital). The above three token linking operations do not affect each other; hence the extraction operations are fully non-autoregressive and highly parallel.

Finally, we separate the entity types country and person, relation types birth place, and capital from input types according to the schema definition. Based on the result from token-label linking (“Monet”, birth place), (“France”, capital), we can consistently obtain the full structure (“Monet”, birth place, “Paris”) and (“France”, capital, “Paris”).

Learning from Heterogeneous Supervision

This section introduces how to leverage heterogeneous supervised resources to learn the common structuring and conceptualizing abilities for unified token linking. Specifically, with the help of verbalized label representation and unified token linking, we unify heterogeneous supervision signals into <text, token pairs> for pre-training. We first pre-train the USM on the heterogeneous resources, which contain three different supervised signals, including task annotation signals (e.g., IE datasets), distant signals (e.g., distant supervision datasets), and indirect signals (e.g., question answering datasets), then adopt the pre-trained USM model to specific downstream information extraction tasks.

Pre-training

USM uniformly encodes label schema and text in the shared semantic representation and employs unified token linking to structure and conceptualize information from text. To help USM to learn the common structuring and conceptualizing abilities, we collect three different supervised signals from existing linguistic sources for the pre-training of USM:

- $D_{\text{task}}$ is the task annotation dataset, where each instance has a gold annotation for information extraction. We use Ontonotes (Pradhan et al. 2013), widely used in the field of information extraction as gold annotation, which contains 18 entity types. $D_{\text{task}}$ is used as in-task supervision signals to learn task-specific structuring and conceptualizing abilities.
- $D_{\text{distant}}$ is the distant supervision dataset, where each instance is aligned by text and knowledge base. Distant supervision is a common practice to obtain large-scale training data for information extraction (Mintz et al. 2009; Riedel et al. 2013). We employ NYT (Riedel et al. 2013) and Rebel (Huguet Cabot and Navigli 2021) as our distant supervision datasets, which are obtained by aligning text with Freebase and Wikidata, respectively. Rebel dataset has a large label schema, and all verbalized schemas are too long to be concatenated with input text and fed to the pre-trained transformer encoder. We sample negative label schema to construct meta schema (Lu et al. 2022) as label schema for pre-training.
- $D_{\text{indirect}}$ is the indirect supervision dataset, where each instance is derived from other related NLP tasks (Wang, Ning, and Roth 2020; Chen et al. 2022). We utilize reading comprehension datasets from MRQA (Fisch et al. 2019) as our
Table 1: Overall results of USM on different datasets. AVE-unify indicates the average performance of non-overlapped datasets (except ACE05-Rel/Evt and 15/16-res), and AVE-total indicates the average performance of all datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>UIE</th>
<th>Task-specific SOTA Methods</th>
<th>USMRobert</th>
<th>USM</th>
<th>USM Unify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE04</td>
<td>Entity F1</td>
<td>86.89</td>
<td>(Lou, Yang, and Tu 2022)</td>
<td>87.90</td>
<td>87.79</td>
<td>87.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE05-Ent</td>
<td>Entity F1</td>
<td>85.78</td>
<td>(Lou, Yang, and Tu 2022)</td>
<td>86.91</td>
<td>86.98</td>
<td>87.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoNLL03</td>
<td>Entity F1</td>
<td>92.99</td>
<td>(Wang et al. 2021b)</td>
<td>93.21</td>
<td>92.76</td>
<td>93.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE05-Rel</td>
<td>Relation Strict F1</td>
<td>66.06</td>
<td>(Wang et al. 2021)</td>
<td>66.80</td>
<td>66.54</td>
<td>67.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoNLL04</td>
<td>Relation Strict F1</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>(Huguet Cabot and Navigli 2021)</td>
<td>75.40</td>
<td>75.86</td>
<td>78.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYT</td>
<td>Relation Boundary F1</td>
<td>93.54</td>
<td>(Huguet Cabot and Navigli 2021)</td>
<td>93.40</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>94.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SciERC</td>
<td>Relation Strict F1</td>
<td>36.53</td>
<td>(Yan et al. 2021)</td>
<td>38.40</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>37.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE05-Evt</td>
<td>Event Trigger F1</td>
<td>73.36</td>
<td>(Wang et al. 2022b)</td>
<td>73.60</td>
<td>71.68</td>
<td>72.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE05-Evt</td>
<td>Event Argument F1</td>
<td>54.79</td>
<td>(Wang et al. 2022b)</td>
<td>55.10</td>
<td>55.37</td>
<td>55.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASIE</td>
<td>Event Trigger F1</td>
<td>69.33</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2021)</td>
<td>68.98</td>
<td>70.77</td>
<td>71.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASIE</td>
<td>Event Argument F1</td>
<td>61.30</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2021)</td>
<td>60.37</td>
<td>63.05</td>
<td>63.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-res</td>
<td>Sentiment Triplet F1</td>
<td>74.52</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2022)</td>
<td>74.52</td>
<td>76.35</td>
<td>77.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-lap</td>
<td>Sentiment Triplet F1</td>
<td>63.88</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2022)</td>
<td>63.88</td>
<td>65.46</td>
<td>65.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-res</td>
<td>Sentiment Triplet F1</td>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2022)</td>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>68.80</td>
<td>69.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-res</td>
<td>Sentiment Triplet F1</td>
<td>75.07</td>
<td>(Lu et al. 2022)</td>
<td>75.07</td>
<td>76.73</td>
<td>78.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE-unify</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71.34</td>
<td>71.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE-total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>71.75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72.05</td>
<td>72.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments

This section conducts massive experiments under supervised settings and transfer settings to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed unified semantic matching framework.

Experiments on Supervised Settings

We conduct supervised experiments on extensive information extraction tasks, including 4 tasks and 13 datasets (entity extraction, relation extraction, event extraction, sentiment extraction) and their combinations (e.g., joint entity-relation extraction). The used datasets includes ACE04 (Mitchell et al. 2005), ACE05 (Walker et al. 2006), CoNLL03 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder 2003), CoNLL04 (Roth and Yih 2004), SciERC (Luan et al. 2018), NYT (Riedel, Yao, and McCallum 2010), CASIE (Satyanarayan, Ferraro, and Finin 2020), SemEval-14/15/16 (Pontiki et al. 2014, 2015, 2016). We employ the same end-to-end settings and evaluation metrics as Lu et al. (2022).

We compare the proposed USM framework with the task-specific state-of-the-art methods and the unified structure generation method – UIE (Lu et al. 2022). For our approach, we show three different settings:

- **USM**: is the pre-trained model which learned unified token linking ability from heterogeneous supervision;
- **USMRoberta**: is the initial model of the pre-trained USM, which employs RoBERTa-Large (Liu et al. 2019) as the pre-trained transformer encoder;
- **USMUnify**: is initialized by the pre-trained USM and conducts multi-task learning with all datasets but ignores overlapped datasets: ACE05-Ent/Rel and 15/16-res.

For the USMRoberta and USM settings, we fine-tune them on each specific task separately. We run each experiment with three seeds and report their average performance.

Table 1 shows the overall performance of USM and other baselines on the 13 datasets, where AVE-unify indicates the average performance of non-overlapped datasets, and AVE-total indicates the average performance of all datasets. We
can observe that: 1) By verbalizing labels and modeling all IE tasks as unified token linking, USM provides a novel and effective framework for IE. USM achieves state-of-the-art performance and outperforms the strong task-specific methods by 1.30 in AVE-total. Even without pre-training, USMRoberta also shows strong performance, which indicates the strong portability and generalization ability of unified token linking. 2) Heterogeneous supervision provides a better foundation for structuring and conceptualizing information extraction. Compared to the initial model USMRoberta and the pre-trained model USM, the heterogeneous pre-training achieved an average 0.74 improvement across all datasets. 3) By homogenizing diversified label schemas and heterogeneous target structures into the unified token sequence, USMUnify can solve massive IE tasks with a single multi-task model. USMUnify outperforms task-specific state-of-the-art methods with different model architectures and encoder backbones in average, providing an efficient solution for application and deployment.

**Experiments on Zero-shot Transfer Settings**

We conduct zero-shot cross-type transfer experiments on 9 datasets across various domains to verify the transferable conceptualization learned by USM. In this setting, we directly employ the pre-trained USM to conduct extraction on new datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Movie</th>
<th>Restaurant</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>AI</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Politics</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Ave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Unseen/#All</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>7/10</td>
<td>10/14</td>
<td>8/12</td>
<td>9/13</td>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>13/17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_task</td>
<td>25.07</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>50.74</td>
<td>44.11</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>22.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_task + D_indirect</td>
<td>37.73</td>
<td>14.73</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>36.10</td>
<td>44.09</td>
<td>36.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_task + D_distance</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>40.64</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>56.97</td>
<td>49.29</td>
<td>43.72</td>
<td>44.05</td>
<td>39.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_task + D_distance + D_indirect</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td>26.01</td>
<td>44.37</td>
<td>34.91</td>
<td>65.69</td>
<td>60.07</td>
<td>56.65</td>
<td>55.26</td>
<td>48.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta)</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>23.51</td>
<td>42.73</td>
<td>24.23</td>
<td>13.27</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>45.49</td>
<td>41.14</td>
<td>26.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of Zero-shot transfer settings on unseen entity label subset with different supervision signals. Unseen indicates label types that do not appear in the pre-training dataset. \(\Delta\) indicates the improvement of pre-training using extra supervision signals (D_distance and D_indirect).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CoNLL04</th>
<th>Model Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3</td>
<td>18.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEEPROL</td>
<td>25.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USM</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of Zero-shot transfer settings on relation extraction. * GPT-3 175B indicates formulating the extraction task as a question answering problem through prompting, and DEEPROL 10B is a pre-trained language model for structure prediction (Wang et al. 2022a).

For entity extraction, the cross-type extraction datasets include Movie (MIT-Movie), Restaurant (MIT-Restaurant) (Liu et al. 2013), Social (WNUT-16) (Strauss et al. 2016), and AI/Literature/Music/Politics/Science from CrossNER (Liu et al. 2021). We investigate the effect of different supervised signals in the zero-shot entity extraction setting. \(\Delta\)task indicates we first train USM on the common entity extraction dataset – Ontonotes, then directly conduct extraction on the new types, which emulates the most common label transfer method used in real-world scenarios. To be consistent with the real scenario, we select the best checkpoint according to the F1 score on the dev set of \(\mathcal{D}_{\text{task}}\).

For zero-shot relation extraction, we compare USM with
the following strong baselines:

- GPT-3 175B (Brown et al. 2020) is a large-scale, generative pre-trained model, which can extract entity and relation by formulating the task as a question answering problem through prompting (Wang et al. 2022a).
- DeepsSTRUCT 10B is a structured prediction model pre-trained on six large-scale entity, relation, and triple datasets (Wang et al. 2022a).

Table 2 shows the entity extraction performance on the unseen label subset, in which types are not appearing in the pre-training dataset. And Table 3 shows the performance of zero-shot relation extraction on CoNLL04. From Table 2 and Table 3, we can see that: 1) USM has a strong zero-shot transferability across labels. USM shows good migration performance on Movie, Literature, and Music domains even when learning from the task annotation baseline by a large margin. USM only needs to learn to match them, providing a much smaller decoding space during decoding and leads to better generalization performance. Beyond distant supervision, we further introduce indirect supervision from related NLP tasks to learn the unified token linking ability.

Experiments on Few-shot Transfer Settings

To further investigate the effects of verbalized label semantics, we conduct few-shot transfer experiments on four IE tasks and compare USM with the following baselines:

- UIE-large* is the pre-trained sequence-to-structure model for effective low-resource IE tasks, which injects label semantics by generating labels and words in structured extraction language synchronously and guiding the generation with a structural schema instructor.
- USMRoberta is the initial model of USM, which directly use Roberta-large as the pre-trained encoder;
- USMSymbolic replaces the names of labels with symbolic representation (meaning-less labels, e.g., label1, label2, ...) during the fine-tuning stage of USM, which is used to verify the effect of verbalized label semantics.

For few-shot transfer experiments, we follow the data splits and settings with the previous work (Lu et al. 2022) and repeat each experiment 10 times to avoid the influence of random sampling (Huang et al. 2021). Table 4 shows the performance on 4 IE tasks under the few-shot settings, where AVE-S is the average performance of 1/5/10-shot experiments. We can see that: 1) By modeling IE tasks via unified semantic matching, USM exceeds the few-shot state-of-the-art UIE-large 5.11 on average. Although UIE also adopts verbalized label representation, this structure generation method needs to learn to generate the novel schema word in the target structure during transfer learning. In contrast, USM only needs to learn to match them, providing a better inductive bias and leading to a much smaller decoding search space. The pre-trained unified token linking ability boosts the USM in all settings. 2) It is crucial to verbalize label schemas rather than meaningless symbols, especially for complex extraction tasks. USMSymbolic, which uses symbolic labels instead of verbalized labels, drastically reduces performance on all tasks. For tasks with more semantic types, such as event extraction with 33 types, the performance drops significantly, even lower than that of USMRoberta initialized directly with Roberta-large.

Related Work

In the past decade, due to powerful representation ability, deep learning methods (Bengio et al. 2003; Collobert et al. 2011) have made amazing achievements in information extraction tasks. Most of these methods decompose extraction into multiple sub-tasks and follow the classical neural classifier method (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012) to model each sub-task, such as entity extraction, relation classification, event trigger detection, event argument classification. And several architectures are proposed to model the extraction, such as sequence tagging (Lample et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2017), span classification (Sohrab and Miwa 2018; Song et al. 2019; Wadden et al. 2019), table filling (Gupta, Schütze, and Andrassy 2016; Wang and Lu 2020), question answering (Levy et al. 2017; Li et al. 2020), and token pair (Wang et al. 2020; Yu et al. 2021).

Recently, to solve various IE tasks with a single architecture, UIE employs unified structure generation, models the various IE tasks with structured extraction language, and pre-trains the ability of structure generation using distant text-structure supervision (Lu et al. 2022). Unlike the generation-based approach, we model universal information extraction as unified token linking, which reduces the search space during decoding and leads to better generalization performance. Beyond distant supervision, we further introduce indirect supervision from related NLP tasks to learn the unified token linking ability.

Similar to USM in this paper, matching-based IE approaches aim to verbalize the label schema and structure candidate to achieve better generalization (Liu et al. 2022). Such methods usually use pre-extracted syntactic structures (Wang et al. 2021a) and semantic structures (Huang et al. 2018) as candidate structures, then model the extraction as text entailment (Obamuyide and Vlachos 2018; Sainz et al. 2021; Lyy et al. 2021; Sainz et al. 2022) and semantic structure mapping (Chen and Li 2021; Dong, Pan, and Luo 2021). Different from the pre-extraction and matching style, this paper decouples various IE tasks to unified token linking operations and designs a one-pass end-to-end information extraction framework for modeling all tasks.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a unified semantic matching framework – USM, which jointly encodes extraction schema and input text, uniformly extracts substructures in parallel, and controllably decodes target structures on demand. Experimental results show that USM achieves state-of-the-art performance under the supervised experiments and shows strong generalization ability under zero/few-shot transfer settings, which verifies USM is a novel, transferable, controllable, and efficient framework. For future work, we want to extend USM to NLU tasks, e.g., text classification, and investigate more indirect supervision signals for IE, e.g., text entailment.
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